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ful rhetoric, daubing it over with his with all
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spectacled Seniors, but alas! wheie for the society this term, with the
of making it a place of more than abominable syntax, and barbarous orthog. Why not join in the debates also
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interest,
and profit? What part are raphy, and In disgusting the listener with Bullions and Pinneo had not irrevocably
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and " why':" but refers us to the good peo-pi- you going to phiintelligible to him as the dialect of a
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creased as largely as you anticipated, from so with the case in hand.
no, we would not hope that;
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n nuisance. If, upon further wo
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The leading characteristics of the
the opening of the New Farm,' and the
are in search of conquerors, not vicworker are originality, individuality, inquiry, you should find that the thimj in tims, and, then, methinks 'twould be pass-ininstitution of dormitories''" interrogates
sincerity, and earnestness. lie may be question never works for the society itself,
Growler.
sweet thus to shift this mortal coil.
"Well, no. "We arc a little disappointed as odd as " Dick's
and as awk- and that the persons it annoys are among We could kiss the hands that dealt meet
ward as a pair of bars and yet bo genuine. the utaunchost, most sensible members, chastisement for our
in the increase, we admit.
temerity, and then
" O, you are 'disappointed!'
The worker always has his allotted part though, perhaps, a little prosy, then you
Bo so
' Fold our tout, like the Arab,
And na silently stunl uwiry,"
kind as to explain the reason for this fall-ur- ready, in his own peculiar style. He (or may be morally sure you've treed the right
into
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oblivion. We trust the Inthe people demand an explanation!" she) always "on hand" at every meet
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will
take
on. suggestion kindly, and
Your nuisance criticises and maligns
continues Growlor, (up in Omaha, of ing, and will occasionally neglect a ball,
a festival, a party, a drive, a flirtation, or the literary standing of every worker. Is consider it favorably,
course).
other important afFuIr, for the welfare of he afraid of retaliation? Bless you, no.
In the language of Solomon (?) we
" Go to the grasshopper, thou sluggard, the society.
He has no literary standing or reputation
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The worker will make n sacrifice for to be destroyed
and bo wiso!"
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The boku is a mongrel, because he
But hold on a bit. "Wo Have switched his society. lie (or she) would as lief
s
Indeed we feel quite confident that
off the- track wo started in oi.. Like n pay $1.50 for a new picture for the hall
of the nature of the worker, tho Nast will never vilify the
students of the
Mclhbdist revivalist, wo never could stick as to spend $2.r0 for cigars, gloves, shirker, and the nuisance. He is a sort
of Nebraska University with caricatures of
a batrnchiun, who changes his form
to our text for throe consecutive' senten- "switches" or cologne waior.
by the inordinate development of their bi'
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ces
The worker don't complain, that ho has the process of natural development, and ceps, on this score.
Well, there is no use
If we remember rightly, we were about no time to prepare Ho feels that it is his often comes out at last a genuine, earnest wailing over this. Make the most of cirto say something about the time's having duty and his most vital interest to tako worker. The man who tires you by long, cumstances, which arc
uotso bad after all
arrived for unearthing our musty mnthe- - time for this work, even if something else dull speeches, but often full of thought, is If water is scarce for
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unities, resurrecting our Greek and Latin
authors, blowing the dust oil' the backs of
our lexicons, and twisting our lingual
UiGiube'r into frightful gyrations in vainly
attempting to ;wW: voun Frinwais and
sprcchen Sic Deutsche. Wo arc glad of it.
Let us roll up our sleeves and go at it
with a will. We have much to do, while
time is precious, and the golden oppotun-it-
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